
Check the integrity of business-critical 
applications and user accounts. Always 

on, reports delivered regularly or on 
demand

Immediately detect any intrusion or 
threats by using IDECSI application-level 

data breach detection

Involve users in the security of the company, 
through the first B2B cybersecurity smartphone 
application. Save resources as the security team 

focuses only on real breaches

Fortune 500 companies use IDECSI

Detect & monitor
any application breach
in real time
with one platform
IDECSI protects email and other critical applications, users and corporate data.
Senior executives and management, through to the entire company.
Prevent and react to cyber threats in your applications – Cloud, On-premise and Hybrid.

IDECSI is the first

PERSONAL SECURITY 

ANALYTICS platform.

Your Personal SIEM

Key threats identified by IDECSI

Compromised credentials Abuse of admin platform Out of date configuration 



The IDECSI User-Centric Platform
Everything You Need to Detect Application Breaches in Real Time

See IDECSI in action
IDECSI.com/request-a-demo

Contact us
+44 20 3965 6155

The installation and configuration of the IDECSI solution was completed in 
just a few minutes. Since then, we have been able to anticipate, detect and 

immediately respond to situations that present a risk.
- Patrice Salsa, Chief Information Officer, CFDT“          ”

Plug & Play

IDECSI works immediately. Installation takes 
less than two hours and all protected 

accounts and applications are monitored.
Application aware. IDECSI is aware of all 
risks within protected applications and can
iinstantly begin detecting security breaches. 

No access to your data

IDECSI does not access your data and does 
not impact on performance. 

No special permissions are needed. The 
system is completely agentless. 

IIDECSI does not impact you or your protected 
applications.

Collective defence

Every employee can be aware of access to 
their applications. Users can be informed 
of unauthorized access immediately and 

the company benefits proactive, 
collective defence.

Unique smartphone
application

Users can receive alerts on their smartphone 
of unauthorized access or malicious 

configuration, and immediately inform the 
security team for instant resolution.

No constraints

IDECSI is completely transparent for 
protected users. It does not add passwords, 
logins or other overhead. IDECSI works in the 

background with no impact on the way 
users work.

Flexible and adaptable

You decide the level of security you need. You 
choose the applications and employees you 
want to protect. Updating is easy, to match 

the evolving needs of your business.


